Directions/Maps

The lab is at the University of Minnesota, in the Mayo Memorial Building. The Washington Avenue Ramp is probably the easiest place to park. To get there from Medtronic CRM take 35W south, exiting at University Ave. Go east (left) on University. Take a right at 17th Ave./Church St. Take a left at the first stop sign (Pillsbury) and follow the road around the Civil Engineering building and north toward Washington Ave. Pillsbury turns into Union, and the entrance to the parking ramp is just north of the intersection between Union and Washington Ave.
From the Washington Ave. ramp:
• Take the ramp elevator to the tunnel level.
• Cross Washington Ave. via the tunnel into Moos Tower.
• Go straight down the main hallway into the Philips Wangensteen Building.
• Just before the Outside/In cafe take a right.
• Follow the signs to the Mayo Building elevators
• Take the elevator to the first floor.
• Follow signs/map below to B172.
Contact Information

Lab phone numbers: isolated prep room (612) 625-9965, graduate student office (612) 624-8742. From a U of M campus phone you only need to dial the last 5 digits (e.g. 5-9965).